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While in its 23rd year, each European Ecovillage
Conference is unique: the tradition of holding it in a
different ecovillage, each with its own personality,
injects a new flavour to every edition - and this year
was no exception. In a new model of collaboration,
this year’s co-hosts were La Comune di Bagnaia,
bringing from the lands of Tuscany the rooted,
earthy energy of a long-standing agricultural
commune, and RIVE (the Italian ecovillage network),
mobilising the collective power of one of GEN
Europe’s strongest national networks. This cocreation model provided new challenges and
opportunities to a conference that felt strongly
rooted in the culture of its hosts while celebrating its
place at the heart of a global family.

This year, as well as collaborating with both the host
ecovillage and its national network, we also
experimented with programme format and ticketing
models, testing the waters for new ways of creating
a more accessible, inclusive, sustainable and
enriching conference. Our aim is to hold an event
that’s open to everyone, that builds bridges to our
sister movements across Europe, and has real-world
impact that ripples out well beyond the confines of
the event itself - and we’re proud of the strides we
took towards that goal this year. We’re in a constant
process of learning and evolution, and we’re
immensely grateful for all those cocreators and
volunteers who make the conference what it is, and
who help us grow along the way.

23 years of cocreation

INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY
MEDITERRANEAN SOUL
This year, our theme was identified as Ecovillages in the World, the World in
Ecovillages: Peace, Ecology and Social Justice. These themes were chosen by our
hosts, La Comune di Bagnaia, reflecting their primary concerns and areas of work, and
we warmly agreed to their choice, feeling that they reflected the great challenges of
our time and promised rich veins of investigation and exploration - which they duly
delivered.

THE KEYNOTE CONVERSATIONS
In relation to our broad and critical theme, the
conference itself was structured around four
thematic days - an introductory GEN day, lifting
the voice of our global network, followed by
days focusing on each of the chosen areas of
Peace, Ecology and Social Justice. Each
morning saw a ‘keynote conversation’ between
ecovillage representatives and experts in the
field (at times aided by some friendly heckling
from the audience). These conversations were
captured beautifully, and live, by a skilled team
of graphic recorders who volunteered their time
and talent to visually document the big ideas
being explored.

the emergence forums & co-labs
After the opening each morning, threads from
these conversations were teased out and
unravelled throughout the day in specially
facilitated sessions - so-called Emergence
Forums and Co-labs - which were chances to
dive deeper into the themes, challenges and
questions raised in each morning’s talk. The
goal of these sessions was to develop a
thread of ever deepening participative
conversation throughout the event, not only
to debate and inspire, but also to generate
real, concrete and lasting impact out of the
conference’s inspirational force.

the conference community
by virginia rodriguez, esc volunteer
The Temporary Community created around the GEN Europe
conference makes me believe that the power of community
is the strongest power on earth a human being can
experience, the sense of belonging and connection with
other beings from diverse parts of the world with a common
vision makes us understand better the web of life and all its
interconnections, with ourselves, with others and with nature.
Belonging makes us stronger, powerful and it is when we
feel empowered as ‘’planetary citizens’’ and connected to
ourselves that we can take action in the world we live in and
make an impact in our communities. How do we do that?
Through a network, through the feeling of belonging to a
bigger community that will hold and support us in achieving
regeneratives futures for our humanity. The GEN Europe
conference is a good example of bringing people together to
co-create these regenerative futures.

GEN DAY

GEN DAY
Day one was a day of welcoming and of coming home, back to our roots in the ecovillage
communities across the world. To set the scene for the coming days, we welcomed
representatives from all GEN regions to share what’s alive in the ecovillage field at present.
While we were at the European Ecovillage Conference, it was a welcome reminder that
we are truly a global movement, and that throughout our family there are many different
realities, cultures and contexts within which the ecovillage concept operates.
Beginning in Europe, GEN Europe managing director Genny Carraro sketched out the
regional focus at this time - the need to engage more with young people, and to reclaim
the commons and revitalise rural areas with regenerative communities.
The call for greater youth engagement was welcomed and echoed by NextGEN, GEN’s
youth arm; NextGEN representative Jake pointed to the immense wave of youth action
across the globe and the need for the ecovillage movement to be open and relevant to all
those who are awakening and seeking solutions.
Representing GEN Africa, Niveen highlighted the many projects spreading across the
region in collaboration with GEN, such as the Green Schools project that has spread from a
pilot in Zimbabwe to Zambia and Malawi, and the Ecovillage Development Programmes
underway and in the planning phases, aimed at addressing the SDGs and national and
international climate targets by supporting communities to become ecovillages.
Henny Freitas from CASA Latina began by honouring the indigenous peoples of Latin
America, those guardians of the land who suffer for defending their territories and
protecting the earth. Based on learnings from indigenous communities, the main political
flag of CASA Latina is that of the Rights of Mother Earth, and CASA has been part of three
international forums that are addressing earth rights while at the same time celebrating el
buen vivir - as Henny explained it, ‘life in its fullness’.

GEN DAY
Moving to Asia and Oceania, GENOA representative Trudy gave an update on
the work being done in the world’s most populous region. GEN is working with
local partners to bring the ecovillage design framework to thousands of
traditional villages, helping communities adapt to climate change, as well as
working in the challenging contexts of refugee camps to bring regenerative
solutions.
Reporting from North America, Cynthia drew out themes from her travels across
dozens of intentional communities - particularly the issues of social justice,
grappling with tough questions around power, privilege and inequality in the
movement. Loneliness and intergenerational relations were also frequently
emerging topics, reflecting the (dis)connection felt between both peers and
between generations, and the possibilities for learning and connection in a time
of major cultural and technological shifts that inevitably affect human relations.
Finally, GEN Managing Director Kosha Joubert described how GEN draws
together the threads of the activities of all the regions with its work advocating
for ecovillage as a concept and a viable sustainable development model in
political arenas where the word is often unfamiliar or even derogatory. At the
international level, GEN lifts the voices of grassroots communities, showcasing
best practice, launching initiatives like the Ecovillage Impact Assessment to
support advocacy with data, and promoting ecovillage - not as the solution, but
as a vital component of it at a time when “half the world is speaking about
acknowledging or not the climate emergency, while the other half are living it”.

PEACE DAY

PEACE DAY
‘’Ecovillages are key to Peace, they are the sports of light, like a
kind of acupuncture spots for the Earth’’
Jennifer Trujillo - GEN President, CASA Latina
The theme for day two brought together activists for Israeli-Palestinian unity, heartbreak and healing from Cameroon, Tamera’s sacred activism, and the
power of circles as spaces of healing.
We opened the day with more sharing from GEN's global family - GEN President Jennifer Trujillo from CASA Latina and Trudy Juriansz from GENOA told
personal and global stories of working alongside indigenous communities, traditional settlements and with refugees to bring hope and resilience in some
of the most challenging situations of conflict and disaster.
Launching the keynote conversation, Sonita Mbah of GEN Africa shared her experience of conflict in Cameroon, the profound challenges of processing a
new reality of war, and how sometimes the most important thing for youth in hard times is to stay busy and use their talents - which is why she set up a
social enterprise to train youth in business and permaculture to give them meaningful occupation in difficult circumstances. Following Sonita’s moving
testimony, Rutie Atsmon from Windows For Peace spoke of her journey from soldier in the IDF to advocate for education, nonviolence, exchange and
dialogue with Israelis and Palestinians. She called on more communities to follow the example of La Comune di Bagnaia, which offers a safe, neutral
space for young Israelis and Palestinians to meet and come to a place of understanding.
Continuing the conversation, it was acknowledged conflict cannot be solved only with external action - it must also be accompanied by deep inner work
and the healing of human relations. Simon Jamnik of the Circle Way showed how the power of sitting in a circle can bring deep healing to families and
relationships broken by our society, while Vera Kleinhammes, one of Tamera's young leaders, talked of the community's peace research as well as the
call to sacred activism. She, like many others, expressed the tremendous urgency of our situation: "We are called idealistic, but it is not naive or irrational
to sit in a house that's burning and not try and stop the fire."

the workshops
Besides the keynote, the conference hosted almost 100
workshops over four days. It would be impossible to
document the rich variety of discussions and
connections that took place, as well as the evening
musical programme, the Meet the Ecovillages session,
the Ecovillage Sustainable Technology Expo, the Healing
Area and so much more...as one participant put it, “it was
like a Master’s course in practical wisdom - except
instead of sitting on chairs, we were sitting on hay bales!”.
Some of the most popular workshops included Legal
Obstacles to Ecovillage Development; Restoring the
Climate: Restoring our Inner Landscape; the Possibility
Management taster series; Why Rights of Nature are
Relevant and Meaningful to the Ecovillage Movement;
the Biochar Masterclass series; and Social Permaculture
- to name just a few.

ECOLOGY DAY

ECOLOGY DAY
COMMUNITIES ARE LIGHTHOUSES IN TIMES WE NO LONGER KNOW
WHAT OCEANS, RAINS AND THE EARTH WILL BRING
A deeply challenging and stimulating debate emerged from the Ecology morning, but also one from which two voices were missing, and duly
honoured at the start. Polly Higgins, who had agreed to join us but passed away this year, a dedicated advocate for the rights of Mother Earth.
And the Iberian Ecovillage Network’s Mauge Cañada, a longtime ecovillage pioneer, had to return home following the death of her nephew,
swept away by a flash flood in Navarra, Spain. In her absence Mauge sent us a deeply moving letter reflecting on the victims of climate change,
calling us to more radical action, and to act together as beacons to offer real, community-based alternatives.
A lively conversation followed between Marylin Hamilton of Integral Cities; ecovillage veteran and biochar pioneer Albert Bates; and one of the
Centre for Alternative Technology’s founding members and regenerative macro-level systems advocate Peter Harper, who challenged the
speakers and audience with his conviction of the need to ‘dance with the devil’ and adopt ‘big machines’ as inevitable climate mitigation solutions.
The main questions of the day related to what roles can ecovillages play in the ever-deepening and unfathomably challenging climate crisis.
All agreed that ecovillages can and do play a vital part in showcasing new arrangements and pathways to truly regenerative living in ways which
cannot be so easily experimented with in wider society. As devil’s advocate, Peter argued for major large-scale infrastructure projects, and that
we cannot achieve the radical systemic changes required to slow or reverse global heating without buy-in and policy action at the highest levels
of national and supranational governments. Indeed, our conference intended and successfully initiated the forging of partnerships with allied
organisations and movements working in parallel to GEN and one element to emerge from this conversation was just how important this strategy
is: to work intentionally in alignment with other actors - universities, for- and non-profit organisations and business, governmental institutions and
departments - so that the deep learnings wrought within our communities can flow throughout our socio-political systems to engage wider
audiences and influence policy decisions on how to address the climate crisis.

the conference in numbers
428 registered participants (that’s not
including volunteers, staff and guests!)
152 ecovillage delegates
41% took public transport or a shared car
44 countries represented, from Ireland to
Mexico via the Congo and Taiwan. Italy in
the lead with over 100 participants,
followed by Germany, the Netherlands
and the UK.

SOCIAL JUSTICE DAY

social justice day
The final morning launched with a rich conversation
between lawyer and activist Giuseppe Micciarelli,
refugee and social integration specialist Tommaso
Sbriccoli, ecovillage and rights of Mother Earth
pioneer Coyote Alberto Ruz Buenfil , and Christiania
resident and activist Ole Lykke. The wide-ranging
exchange touched on topics from civil disobedience,
the commons,‘creative use of the law’, the erosion of
rights and our place as ecovillagers within this
complex landscape. As a practical response, the
afternoon’s Emergence Forum took up the theme of
commons and land access, culminating in the
creation of a GEN Commons working group bursting
with ideas to share best practice and create
replicable solutions for community land access
across Europe.

the carbon conversation
Meeting face-to-face is vital to creating the heart-centered relationships needed to
sustain our work and ourselves. But we recognise that our travelling to and from
Bagnaia will have emitted many tons of carbon pollution and contributed to climate
change.
This year, we aimed for a ‘carbon conscious’ conference, encouraging participants
to calculate the social and environmental costs of their travel via Earthdeeds and
inviting them to a ‘Carbon Conversation’ hosted by Earthdeeds founder and GEN
President Emeritus Daniel Greenberg in order to engage further with the issue.
While 41% of conference participants took public transport or a shared car, we know
we still have a long way to go towards making the conference truly carbon
conscious, and it’s an issue we look forward to tackling further for future events.

the travellers

We hope participants feel challenged and inspired to find innovative ways to reach the
conference - like last year’s Hawila sailing adventure from Copenhagen to Tallinn. On the
next page, Helena Pruul tells the story of how a group of friends came up with a road trip
with a twist to reach the 2019 event...How will you travel to conference 2020?

the bus trip - helena pruul
GEN conference 2019 in Italy, Bagnaia brought together a group of people from the north who wanted to reach this great event and furthermore
see different communities in Europe, while taking up the travel by minivan.
As our idea was born in Estonia and with our location we were really able to make our tour around Europe, four of us starting from Estonia and
two others from Finland crossed the sea to Sweden where we continued our journey all together. Since our time was limited we had to get closer
to our destination Bagnaia with each day and it gave us also an opportunity to have every new day another place to visit and stay.
Previously we had looked up communities on our route and reached out to many, yet busy summer had only few communities answering. On our
way to the south we managed to visit and see 5 different communities and on the way back north, another 3. Together with the conference
location, we had 9 communities in total whose essence we could get to know more.
The beauty of the travel was deep diversity of communities and how our group (of almost strangers) kept together and worked as a model of
community itself. Travelling and visiting so many communities in such a short time gave a rather intense experience, what community life often is.
Each place we visited was very particular and therefore communities gave wide spectrum how different aspects can be approached. Whether it’s
living together or co-housing, common meals or not, focused more on spiritual practices or common living and food growing etc. Very peculiar
example was that in one bigger and busier community where we had agreements, no-one knew to expect us and neither had any welcoming. On
the other hand a smaller, growing community was waiting for us with hot tea and cookies. All the communities sent us off with good vibe and rich
emotions. It truly is just about what kind of community fits for who and what is the aim of the community.
Thank You Svanholm (Denmark), Kirsitinelund in Skanderborg + Ry (Denmark), Medewege (Germany), Go & Change (Germany), La Commune di
Bagnaia (Italy), Puls der Erde (Germany), Fundacja Eko-osada Brzozówka (Poland), Mini Campin + Eco Farm (Lithunia).
Next year the GEN conference will be held in Germany, which is a rich land of communities as well. We all who travelled would encourage you to
go for such a tour to see the richness, share experiences and connect so that we all could aim for better. We are in this world together.

THANK YOU...
...to all those who made the
conference possible.: a Comune
di Bagnaia and RIVE, to all the
volunteers,
speakers,
performers, workshop leaders,
healers, musicians, European
Solidarity Corps, staff, our
teachers, mentors, elders and
children, and all those whose
wisdom and joy we have
learned from and who have
inspired us along the way.
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see you next year!

In NATURE COMMUNITY, Germany
20-21 July: GEN Europe General Assembly
22 July: And relax...
23-26 July: 24th edition of European Ecovillage Conference

